Abstract. This article presents a general class of associative reinforcement learning algorithms for connectionist networks containing stochastic units. These algorithms, called REINFORCE algorithms, are shown to make weight adjustments in a direction that lies along the gradient of expected reinforcement in both immediate-reinforcement tasks and certain limited forms of delayed-reinforcement tasks, and they do this without explicitly computing gradient estimates or even storing information from which such estimates could be computed. Specific examples of such algorithms are presented, some of which bear a close relationship to certain existing algorithms while others are novel but potentially interesting in their own right. Also given are results that show how such algorithms can be naturally integrated with backpropagation. We close with a brief discussion of a number of additional issues surrounding the use of such algorithms, including what is known about their limiting behaviors as well as further considerations that might be used to help develop similar but potentially more powerful reinforcement learning algorithms.
Introduction
The general framework of reinforcement learning encompasses a broad variety of problems ranging from various forms of function optimization at one extreme to learning control at the other. While research in these individual areas tends to emphasize different sets of issues in isolation, it is likely that effective reinforcement learning techniques for autonomous agents operating in realistic environments will have to address all of these issues jointly. Thus while it remains a useful research strategy to focus on limited forms of reinforcement learning problems simply to keep the problems tractable, it is important to keep in mind that eventual solutions to the most challenging problems will probably require integration of a broad range of applicable techniques.
In this article we present analytical results concerning certain algorithms for tasks that are associative, meaning that the learner is required to perform an input-output mapping, and, with one limited exception, that involve immediate reinforcement, meaning that the reinforcement (i.e., payoff) provided to the learner is determined by the most recent inputoutput pair only. While delayed reinforcement tasks are obviously important and are receiving much-deserved attention lately, a widely used approach to developing algorithms for such tasks is to combine an immediate-reinforcement learner with an adaptive predictor or critic based on the use of temporal difference methods (Sutton, 1988) . The actor-critic algorithms investigated by Barto, Sutton and Anderson (1983) and by Sutton (1984) are clearly of this form, as is the Q-learning algorithm of Watkins (1989; Barto, Sutton, & Watkins, 1990) .
A further assumption we make here is that the learner's search behavior, always a necessary component of any form of reinforcement learning algorithm, is provided by means of randomness in the input-output behavior of the learner. While this is a common way to achieve the desired exploratory behavior, it is worth noting that other strategies are sometimes available in certain cases, including systematic search or consistent selection of the apparent best alternative. This latter strategy works in situations where the goodness of alternative actions is determined by estimates which are always overly optimistic and which become more realistic with continued experience, as occurs for example in A* search (Nilsson, 1980) .
In addition, all results will be framed here in terms of connectionist networks, and the main focus is on algorithms that follow or estimate a relevant gradient. While such algorithms are known to have a number of limitations, there are a number of reasons why their study can be useful. First, as experience with backpropagation (leCun, 1985; Parker, 1985; Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986; Werbos, 1974) has shown, the gradient seems to provide a powerful and general heuristic basis for generating algorithms which are often simple to implement and surprisingly effective in many cases. Second, when more sophisticated algorithms are required, gradient computation can often serve as the core of such algorithms. Also, to the extent that certain existing algorithms resemble the algorithms arising from such a gradient analysis, our understanding of them may be enhanced.
Another distinguishing property of the algorithms presented here is that while they can be described roughtly as statistically climbing an appropriate gradient, they manage to do this without explicitly computing an estimate of this gradient or even storing information from which such an estimate could be directly computed. This is the reason they have been called simple in the title. Perhaps a more informative adjective would be non-modelbased. This point is discussed further in a later section of this paper.
Although we adopt a connectionist perspective here, it should be noted that certain aspects of the analysis performed carry over directly to other ways of implementing adaptive inputouput mappings. The results to be presented apply in general to any learner whose inputoutput mappings consists of a parameterized input-controlled distribution function from which outputs are randomly generated, and the corresponding algorithms modify the learner's distribution function on the basis of performance feedback. Because of the gradient approach used here, the only restriction on the potential applicability of these results is that certain obvious differentiability conditions must be met.
A number of the results presented here have appeared in various form in several earlier technical reports and conference papers (Williams, 1986; 1987a; 1987b; 1988a; 1988b) .
Reinforcement-learning connectionist networks
Unless otherwise specified, we assume throughout that the learning agent is a feedforward network consisting of several individual units, each of which is itself a learning agent. We begin by making the additional assumption that all units operate stochastically, but later it will be useful to consider the case when there are deterministic units in the net as well. The network operates by receiving external input from the environment, propagating the corresponding activity through the net, and sending the activity produced at its output units to the environment for evaluation. The evaluation consists of the scalar reinforcement signal r, which we assume is broadcast to all units in the net. At this point each unit performs an appropriate modification of its weights, based on the particular learning algorithm in use, and the cycle begins again.
The notation we use throughout is as follows: Let y i denote the output of the ith unit in the network, and let x' denote the pattern of input to that unit. This pattern of input x' is a vector whose individual elements (typically denoted Xj) are either the outputs of certain units in the network (those sending their output directly to the ith unit) or certain inputs from the environment (if that unit happens to be connected so that it receives input directly from the environment). Then output y i is drawn from a distribution depending on x i and the weights w ij on input lines to this unit. For each i, let w i denote the weight vector consisting of all the weights w ij . The let W denote the weight matrix consisting of all weights w ij in the network. In a more general setting, w i can be viewed as the collection of all parameters on which the behavior of the ith unit (or agent) depends, while W is the collection of parameters on which the behavior of the entire (or collection of agents) depends.
In addition, for each i let g i (£, w i , x i ) = Pr{y i = £ I w i , x i }, so that g i is the probability mass function determining the value of y i as a function of the parameters of the unit and its input. (For ease of exposition, we consistently use terminology and notation appropriate for the case when the set of possible output values y i is discrete, but the results to be derived also apply to continuous-valued units when g i is taken to be the corresponding probability density function.) Since the vector w i contains all network parameters on which the input-output behavior of the ith unit depends, we could just as well have defined g i by g i (f, w i , x i ) = Pr{y i = £|W, x i }. Note that many of the quantities we have named here, such as r, y i , and x i , actually depend on time, but it is generally convenient in the sequel to suppress explicit reference to this time dependence, with the understanding that when several such quantities appear in a single equation they represent the values for the same time step t. We assume that each new time step begins just before external input is presented to the network. In the context of immediate-reinforcement tasks we also call each time step's cycle of networkenvironment interaction a trial.
To illustrate these definitions and also introduce a useful subclass, we define a stochastic semilinear unit to be one whose output y i is drawn from some given probability distribution whose mass function has a single parameter p i , which is in turn computed as where f i is a differentiable squashing function and the inner product of w i and x i . This can be viewed as a semilinear unit, as widely used in connectionist networks, followed by a singly parameterized random number generator.
A noteworthy special case of a stochastic semilinear unit is a Bernoulli semilinear unit, for which the output y i is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter pi, which means that the only possible output values are 0 and 1, with Pr{y i = 0|w
i , x i } = 1 -p i and Pr{y i = 11 w i , x i } = p i . Thus, for a Bernoulli semilinear unit, where p i is computed via equations (1) and (2). This type of unit is common in networks using stochastic units; it appears, for example, in the Boltzmann machine (Hinton & Sejnowski, 1986 ) and in the reinforcement learning networks explored by Barto and colleagues (Barto & Anderson, 1985; Barto & Jordan, 1987; Barto, Sutton, & Brouwer, 1981) . While the name Bernoulli semilinear unit may thus appear to be simply a fancy new name for something quite familiar, use of this term is intended to emphasize its membership in a potentially much more general class. A particular form of squashing function commonly used is the logistic junction, given by A stochastic semilinear unit using both the Bernoulli random number generator and the logistic squashing function will be called a Bernoulli-logistic unit. Now we observe that the class of Bernoulli semilinear units includes certain types of units whose computation is alternatively described in terms of a linear threshold computation together with either additive input noise or a noisy threshold. This observation is useful because this latter formulation is the one used by Barto and colleagues (Barto, 1985; Barto & Anandan, 1985; Barto & Anderson, 1985; Barto, Sutton, & Anderson, 1983; Barto, Sutton, & Brouwer, 1981; Sutton, 1984) in their investigations. Specifically, they assume a unit computes it output y i by where n is drawn randomly from a given distribution ^. To see that such a unit may be viewed as a Bernoulli semilinear unit, let and observe that Thus, as long as ^ is differentiable, such a unit is a Bernoulli semilinear unit with squashing function f i given by./;(•*,) = 1 -*(-s i ).
The expected reinforcement performance criterion
In order to consider gradient learning algorithms, it is necessary to have a performance measure to optimize. A very natural one for any immediate-reinforcement learning problem, associative or not, is the expected value of the reinforcement signal, conditioned on a particular choice of parameters of the learning system. Thus, for a reinforcementlearning network, our performance measure is E {r | W}, where E denotes the expectation operator, r the reinforcement signal, and W the network's weight matrix. We need to use expected values here because of the potential randomness in any of the following: (1) the environment's choice of input to the network; (2) the network's choice of output corresponding to any particular input; and (3) the environment's choice of reinforcement value for any particular input/output pair. Note that it only makes sense to discuss E {r \ W} independently of time if we assume that the first and third sources of randomness are determined by stationary distributions, with the environment's choice of input pattern to the net also determined independently across time. In the absence of such assumptions, the expected value of r for any given time step may be a function of time as well as of the history of the system. Thus we tacitly assume throughout that these stationarity and independence conditions hold.
Note that, with these assumptions, E{r \ W} is a well-defined, deterministic function of W (but one which is unknown to the learning system). Thus, in this formulation, the objective of the reinforcement learning system is to search the space of all possible weight matrices W for a point where E{r \ W} is maximum.
REINFORCE algorithms
Consider a network facing an associative immediate-reinforcement learning task. Recall that weights are adjusted in this network following receipt of the reinforcement value r at each trial. Suppose that the learning algorithm for this network is such that at the end of each trial each parameter Wy in the network is incremented by an amount where a ij is a learning rate factor, b ij is a reinforcement baseline, and e ij = din gi/dw ij is called the characteristic eligibility of w ij . Suppose further that the reinforcement baseline b ij is conditionally independent of y i , given W and x i , and the rate factor ay is nonnegative and depends at most on w i and t. (Typically, ay will be taken to be a constant.) Any learning algorithm having this particular form will be called a REINFORCE algorithm. The name is an acronym for "REward Increment = Nonnegative Factor x Offset Reinforcement X Characteristic Eligibility," which describes the form of the algorithm.
What makes this class of algorithms interesting is the following mathematical result:
Theorem 1. For any REINFORCE algorithm, the inner product of E{AW | W} and V W E{r | W} is nonnegative. Furthermore, if a ij > 0 for all i and j, then this inner product is zero only when V w E{r W} = 0. Also, if a ij = a is independent of i and j, then E{AW | W} = a V w E{r W}. This results relates V w E{r W}, the gradient in weight space of the performance measure E{r \ W}, to E{AW | W}, the average update vector in weight space, for any REINFORCE algorithm.
1 Specifically, it says that for any such algorithm the average update vector in weight space lies in a direction for which this performance measure is increasing. The last sentence of the theorem is equivalent to the claim that for each weight w ij the quantity (r -b ij ) dln gj/dw ij represents an unbiased estimate of dE{r \ W}/dw ij . A proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A.
There are a number of interesting special cases of such algorithms, some of which coincide with algorithms already proposed and explored in the literature and some of which are novel. We begin by showing that some existing algorithms are REINFORCE algorithms, from which it follows immediately that Theorem 1 applies to them. Later we will consider some novel algorithms belonging to this class.
Consider first a Bernoulli unit having no (nonreinforcement) input and suppose that the parameter to be adapted is p i = Pr{y i = I}. This is equivalent to a two-action stochastic learning automaton (Narendra & Thathatchar, 1989) whose actions are labeled 0 and 1. The probability mass function g i is then given by from which it follows that the characteristic eligibility for the parameter p i is given by assuming p i is not equal to 0 or 1.
A particular REINFORCE algorithm for such a unit can be obtained by choosing bi = 0 for the reinforcement baseline and by using as the rate factor ai = pipi(1 -p i ) , where 0 < pi < 1. This gives rise to an algorithm having the form using the result (5) above. The special case of this algorithm when the reinforcement signal is limited to 0 and 1 coincides with the 2-action version of the linear reward-inaction (LR-I) stochastic learning automaton (Narendra & Thathatchar, 1989) . A "network" consisting of more than one such unit constitutes a team of such learning automata, each using its own individual learning rate. The behavior of teams of LR_I automata has been investigated by Narendra and Wheeler (1983; Wheeler & Narendra, 1986) . Now consider a Bernoulli semilinear unit. In this case, gi(yi, wi, x') is given by the righthand side of (4) above, where pi is expressed in terms of wi and xi using equations (1) and (2). To compute the characteristic eligibility for a particular parameter wij,we use the chain rule. Differentiating the equations (1) and (2) yields dpi/dsi =fi'(si) and Bsi/dwij = xj. Noting that dln gi/dpi (yi, wi, xi) is given by the right-hand side of (5) above, we multiply these three quantities to find that the characteristic eligibility for the weight wij is given by as long as pi, is not equal to 0 or 1. In the special case when fi is the logistic function, given by equation (3), pi is never equal to 0 or 1 and fi'(si) = pi(1 -pi), so the characteristic eligibility of wij is simply Now consider an arbitrary network of such Bernoulli-logistic units. Setting aij = a and bij = 0 for all i and j gives rise to a REINFORCE algorithm having the form using the result (7) above. It is interesting to compare this with the associative rewardpenalty (AR-P) algorithm (Barto, 1985; Barto & Anandan, 1985; Barto & Anderson, 1985; Barto & Jordan, 1987) , which, for r 6 [0, 1], uses the learning rule where a is a positive learning rate parameter and 0 < X < 1. If X = 0, this is called the associative reward-inaction (AR-1) algorithm, and we see that the learning rule reduces to equation (8) in this case. Thus AR-I, when applied to a network of Bernoulli-logistic units, is a REINFORCE algorithm.
In all the examples considered so far, the reinforcement baseline is 0. However, the use of reinforcement comparison (Sutton, 1984) is also consistent with the REINFORCE formulation. For this strategy one maintains an adaptive estimate r of upcoming reinforcement based on past experience. As a particular example, for a network of Bernoulli-logistic units one may use the learning rule which is then a REINFORCE algorithm as long as the computation of r is never based on the current value of y i (or the current value of r). One common approach to computing r is to use the exponential averaging scheme where 0 < y < 1. More sophisticated strategies are also consistent with the REINFORCE framework, including making r a function of the current input pattern x i to the unit. While the analytical results given here offer no basis for comparing various choices of reinforcement baseline in REINFORCE algorithms, it is generally believed that the use of reinforcement comparison leads to algorithms having superior performance in general. We discuss questions of REINFORCE algorithm performance at greater length below.
Episodic REINFORCE algorithms
Now we consider how the REINFORCE class of algorithms can be extended to certain learning problems having a temporal credit-assignment component, as may occur when the network contains loops or the environment delivers reinforcement values with unknown, possibly variable, delays. In particular, assume a net N is trained on an episode-by-episode basis, where each episode consists of k time steps, during which the units may recompute their outputs and the environment may alter its non-reinforcement input to the system at each time step. A single reinforcement value r is delivered to the net at the end of each episode.
The derivation of this algorithm is based on the use of the "unfolding-in-time" mapping, which yields for any arbitrary network N operating through a fixed period of time another network N* having no cycles but exhibiting corresponding behavior. The unfolded network N* is obtained by duplicating N once for each time step. Formally, this amounts to associating with each time-dependent variable v in N a corresponding tune-indexed set of variables {v t } in N* whose values do not depend on time, and which have the property that v(t) = v t for all appropriate t. In particular, each weight w ij in N gives rise to several weights w t ij , in N* all of whose values happen to be equal to each other and to the value of w ij in N since it is assumed that w ij is constant over the episode.
The form of algorithm to be considered for this problem is as follows: At the conclusion of each episode, each parameter w ij is incremented by where all notation is the same as that defined earlier, with e ij (t) representing the characteristic eligibility for w ij evaluated at the particular time t. By definition, e ij (t) = e' ij , where this latter makes sense within the acyclic network N*. For example, in a completely interconnected recurrent network of Bernoulli-logistic units that is updated synchronously, e ij (t) = (y i (t) -Pi(t))x j (t -1). All quantities are assumed to satisfy the same conditions required for the REINFORCE algorithm, where, in particular, for each i and j, the reinforcement baseline by is independent of any of the output values y i (t) and the rate factor a ij depends at most on w i and episode number. Call any algorithm of this form (and intended for such a learning problem) an episodic REINFORCE algorithm.
For example, if the network consists of Bernoulli-logistic units an episodic REINFORCE algorithm would prescribe weight changes according to the rule
The following result is proved in Appendix A:
Theorem 2. For any episodic REINFORCE algorithm, the inner product of E{AW | W} and VwE{r \ W} is nonnegative. Furthermore, if a ij > 0 for all i and j, then this inner product is zero only when VwE{r | W} = 0. Also, if a ij = a is independent of i and j, then E{AW | W} = aVE{r | W}.
What is noteworthy about this algorithm is that it has a plausible on-line implementation using a single accumulator for each parameter W ij in the network. The purpose of this accumulator is to form the eligibility sum, each term of which depends only on the operation of the network as it runs in real time and not on the reinforcement signal eventually received.
A more general formulation of such an episodic learning task is also possible, where reinforcement is delivered to the network at each time step during the episode, not just at the end. In this case the appropriate performance measure is E{£f=i r(t) \ W}. One way to create a statistical gradient-following algorithm for this case is to simply replace r in (11) by £ k t=1 r(t), but it is interesting to note that when r is causal, so that it depends only on network inputs and outputs from earlier times, there is a potentially better way to perform the necessary credit assignment. Roughly, the idea is to treat this learning problem over the k-time-step interval as k different but overlapping episodic learning problems, all starting at the beginning of the episode. We omit further discussion of the details of this approach.
REINFORCE with multiparameter distributions
An interesting application of the REINFORCE framework is to the development of learning algorithms for units that determine their scalar output stochastically from multiparameter distributions rather than the single-parameter distributions used by stochastic semilinear units, for example. One way such a unit may compute in this fashion is for it to first perform a deterministic computation, based on its weights and input, to obtain the values of all parameters controlling the random number generation process, and then draw its output randomly from the appropriate distribution. As a particular example, the normal distribution has two parameters, the mean p and the standard deviation a. A unit determining its output according to such a distribution would first compute values of n and a deterministically and then draw its output from the normal distribution with mean equal to this value of p and standard deviation equal to this value of a.
One potentially useful feature of such a Gaussian unit is that the mean and variance of its output are individually controllable as long as separate weights (or perhaps inputs) are used to determine these two parameters. What makes this interesting is that control over a is tantamount to control over the unit's exploratory behavior. In general, random units using multiparameter distributions have the potential to control their degree of exploratory behavior independently of where they choose to explore, unlike those using single-parameter distributions.
Here we note that REINFORCE algorithms for any such unit are easily derived, using the particular case of a Gaussian unit as an example. Rather than commit to a particular means of determining the mean and standard deviation of such a unit's output from its input and its weights, we will simply treat this unit as if the mean and standard deviation themselves served as the adaptable parameters of the unit. Any more general functional dependence of these parameters on the actual adaptable parameters and input to the unit simply requires application of the chain rule. One particular approach to computation of these parameters, using separate weighted sums across a common set of input lines (and using a somewhat different learning rule), has been explored by Gullapalli (1990) . To simplify notation, we focus on one single unit and omit the usual unit index subscript throughout.
For such a unit the set of possible outputs is the set of real numbers and the density function g determining the output y on any single trial is given by It is interesting to note the resemblance between equation (12), giving the characteristic eligibility for the parameter x of the normal distribution, and equation (5), giving the characteristic eligibility for the parameter p of the Bernoulli distribution. Since p is the mean and p(1 -p) the variance of the corresponding Bernoulli random variable, both equations have the same form. In fact, the characteristic eligibility of the mean parameter has this form for an even wider variety of distributions, as stated in the following result: Proposition 1. Suppose that the probability mass or density function g has the form for some functions Q, D, and S, where p, 0 2 , • • •, 6k are parameters such that n is the mean of the distribution. Then where o 2 is the variance of the distribution. Mass or density functions having this form represent special cases of exponential families of distributions (Rohatgi, 1976) . It is easily checked that a number of familiar distributions, such as the Poisson, exponential, Bernoulli, and normal distributions, are all of this form. A proof of this proposition is given in Appendix B.
Compatibility with backpropagation
It is useful to note that REINFORCE, like most other reinforcement learning algorithms for networks of stochastic units, works essentially by measuring the correlation between variations in local behavior and the resulting variations in global performance, as given by the reinforcement signal. When such algorithms are used, all information about the effect of connectivity between units is ignored; each unit in the network tries to determine the effect of changes of its output on changes in reinforcement independently of its effect on even those units to which it is directly connected. In contrast, the backpropagation algorithm works by making use of the fact that entire chains of effects are predictable from knowledge of the effects of individual units on each other. While the backpropagation algorithm is appropriate only for supervised learning in networks of deterministic units, it makes sense to also use the term backpropagation for the single component of this algorithm that determines relevant partial derivatives by means of the backward pass. (In this sense it is simply a computational implementation of the chain rule.) With this meaning of the term we can then consider how backpropagation might be integrated into the statistical gradient-following reinforcement learning algorithms investigated here, thereby giving rise to algorithms that can take advantage of relevant knowledge of network connectivity where appropriate. Here we examine two ways that backpropagation can be used.
Networks using deterministic hidden units
Consider a feedforward network having stochastic output units and deterministic hidden units. Use of such a network as a reinforcement learning system makes sense because having randomness limited to the output units still allows the necessary exploration to take place. Let x denote the vector of network input and let y denote the network output vector. We can the define g(£, W, x) = Pr{y = £ | W, x} to be the overall probability mass function describing the input-output behavior of the entire network. Except for the fact that the output of the network is generally vector-valued rather than scalar-valued, the formalism and arguments used to derive REINFORCE algorithms apply virtually unchanged when this global rather than local perspective is taken. In particular, a simple extension of the arguments used to prove Theorem 1 to the case of vector-valued output shows that, for any weight w ij in the network, (r -b ij ) dln g/dw ij represents an unbiased estimate of dE{r | W}/dw ij .
Let O denote the index set for output units. Because all the randomness is in the output units, and because the randomness is independent across these units, we have where, for each k, x k is the pattern appearing at the input to the kth unit as a result of presentation of the pattern x to the network. Note that each x k depends deterministically on x.
Therefore, so that
Clearly, this sum may be computed via backpropagation. For example, when the output units are Bernoulli semilinear units, we can use the parameters p k as intermediate variables and write the characteristic eligibility of any weight w ij as and this is efficiently computed by "injecting" just after the kth unit's squashing function, for each k, and then performing the standard backward pass. Note that if w ij is a weight attached to an output unit, this backpropagation computation simply gives rise to the result (6) derived earlier. For that result we essentially backpropagated the characteristic eligibility of the Bernoulli parameter p i through the sub-units consisting of the "squasher" and the "summer."
While we have restricted attention here to networks having stochastic output units only, it is not hard to see that such a result can be further generalized to any network containing an arbitrary mixture of stochastic and deterministic units. The overall algorithm in this case consists of the use of the correlation-style REINFORCE computation at each stochastic unit, whether an output unit or not, with backpropagation used to compute (or, more precisely, estimate) all other relevant partial derivatives.
Furthermore, it is not difficult to prove an even more general compatibility between computation of unbiased estimates, not necessarily based on REINFORCE, and backpropagation through deterministic functions. The result is, essentially, that when one set of variables depends deterministically on a second set of variables, backpropagating unbiased estimates of partial derivatives with respect to the first set of variables gives rise to unbiased estimates of partial derivatives with respect to the second set of variables. It is intuitively reasonable that this should be true, but we omit the rigorous mathematical details here since we make no use of the result.
Backpropagating through random number generators
While the form of algorithm just described makes use of backpropagation within deterministic portions of the network, it still requires a correlation-style computation whenever it is necessary to obtain partial derivative information on the input side of a random number generator. Suppose instead that it were possible to somehow "backpropagate through a random number generator." To see what this might mean, consider a stochastic semilinear unit and suppose that there is a function J having some deterministic dependence on the output y i . An example of this situation is when the unit is an output unit and J = E{r | W}, with reinforcement depending on whether the network output is correct or not. What we would like, roughly, is to be able to compute dJ/dp, from knowledge of dJldy i . Because of the randomness, however, we could not expect there to be a deterministic relationship between these quantities. A more reasonable property to ask for is that dE{J \ Pi}/dpi be determined by E {dJ/dyi / p i }, Unfortunately, even this property fails to hold in general. For example, in a Bernoulli unit, it is straightforward to check that whenever J is a nonlinear function of y i there need be no particular relationship between these two quantities. However, if the output of the random number generator can be written as a differentiable function of its parameters, the approach just described for backpropagating through deterministic computation can be applied.
As an illustration, consider a normal random number generator, as used in a Gaussian unit. Its output y is randomly generated according to the parameters p and a. We may write where z is a standard normal deviate. From this we see that and Thus, for example, one may combine the use of backpropagation through Gaussian hidden units with REINFORCE in the output units. In this case the characteristic eligibility for the y in such a unit is set equal to that computed for the output value y while the characteristic eligibility for the a parameter is obtained by multiplying that for y by (y -n)/a. It is worth noting that these particular results in no way depend on the fact that n is the mean and a the standard deviation; the identical result applies whenever y represents a translation parameter and a a scaling parameter for the distribution. More generally, the same technique can obviously be used whenever the output can be expressed as a function of the parameters together with some auxiliary random variables, as long as the dependence on the parameters is differentiable.
Note that the argument given here is based on the results obtained above for the use of backpropagation when computing the characteristic eligibility in a REINFORCE algorithm, so the conclusion is necessarily limited to this particular use of backpropagation here. Nevertheless, because it is also true that backpropagation preserves the unbiasedness of gradient estimates in general, this form of argument can be applied to yield statistical gradient-following algorithms that make use of backpropagation in a variety of other situations where a network of continuous-valued stochastic units is used. One such application is to supervised training of such networks.
Algorithm performance and other issues

Convergence properties
A major limitation of the analysis performed here is that it does not immediately lead to prediction of the asymptotic properties of REINFORCE algorithms. If such an algorithm does converge, one might expect it to converge to a local maximum, but there need be no such convergence. While there is a clear need for an analytical characterization of the asymptotic behavior of REINFORCE algorithms, such results are not yet available, leaving simulation studies as our primary source of understanding of the behavior of these algorithms. Here we give an overview of some relevant simulation results, some of which have been reported in the literature and some of which are currently only preliminary. Sutton (1984) studied the performance of a number of algorithms using single-Bernoulliunit "networks" facing both nonassociative and associative immediate-reinforcement tasks. Among the algorithms investigated were L R-I and one based on equations (9) and (10), which is just REINFORCE using reinforcement comparison. In these studies, REINFORCE with reinforcement comparison was found to outperform all other algorithms investigated. Williams and Peng (1991) have also investigated a number of variants of REINFORCE in nonassociative function-optimization tasks, using networks of Bernoulli units. These studies have demonstrated that such algorithms tend to converge to local optima, as one might expect of any gradient-following algorithm. Some of the variants examined incorporated modifications designed to help defeat this often undesirable behavior. One particularly interesting variant incorporated an entropy term in the reinforcement signal and helped enable certain network architectures to perform especially well on tasks where a certain amount of hierarchical organization during the search was desirable.
Other preliminary studies have been carried out using networks of Bernoulli units and using single Gaussian units. The Gaussian unit studies are described below. The network studies involved multilayer or recurrent networks facing supervised learning tasks but receiving only reinforcement feedback. In the case of the recurrent networks, the objective was to learn a trajectory and episodic REINFORCE was used. One of the more noteworthy results of these studies was that it often required careful selection of the reinforcement function to obtain solutions using REINFORCE. This is not surprising since it turns out that some of the more obvious reinforcement functions one might select for such problems tend to have severe false maxima. In contrast, A R-P generally succeeds at finding solutions even when these simpler reinforcement functions are used. Like A R-P , REINFORCE is generally very slow even when it succeeds. Episodic REINFORCE has been found to be especially slow, but this, too, is not surprising since it performs temporal credit-assignment by essentially spreading credit or blame uniformly over all past times.
One REINFORCE algorithm whose asymptotic behavior is reasonably well understood analytically is 2-action L R-I , and simulation experience obtained to date with a number of other REINFORCE algorithms suggests that their range of possible limiting behaviors may, in fact, be similar. The L R-I algorithm is known to converge to a single deterministic choice of action with probability 1. What is noteworthy about this convergence is that, in spite of the fact that the expected motion is always in the direction of the best action, as follows from Theorem 1, there is always a nonzero probability of its converging to an inferior choice of action. A simpler example that exhibits the same kind of behavior is a biased random walk on the integers with absorbing barriers. Even though the motion is biased in a particular direction, there is always a nonzero probability of being absorbed at the other barrier.
In general, a reasonable conjecture consistent with what is known analytically about simple REINFORCE algorithms like L R-I and what has been found in simulations of more sophisticated REINFORCE algorithms is the following: Depending on the choice of reinforcement baseline used, any such algorithm is more or less likely to converge to a local maximum of the expected reinforcement function, with some nonzero (but typically comfortably small) probability of convergence to other points that lead to zero variance in network behavior. For further discussion of the role of the reinforcement baseline, see below.
Gaussian unit search behavior
For the Gaussian unit studies mentioned above, the problems considered were nonassociative, involving optimization of a function of a single real variable y, and the adaptable parameters were taken to be y and a. From equations (13) and (14) it is clear that the reinforcement comparison version of REINFORCE for this unit behaves as follows: If a value y is sampled which leads to a higher function value than has been obtained in the recent past, then y moves toward y; similarly, y moves away from points giving lower function values. What is more interesting is how a is adapted. If the sampled point y gives rise to a higher function value than has been obtained in the recent past, then a will decrease if | y -p \ < a but increase if \y -p\ > a. The change made to a corresponds to that required to make the reoccurence of y more likely. There is corresponding behavior in the opposite direction if the sampled point leads to a lower value. In terms of a search, this amounts to narrowing the search around n if a better point is found suitably close to the mean or a worse point is found suitably far from the mean, while broadening the search around y if a worse point is found suitably close to the mean or a better point is found suitably far from the mean. Since the sampled points y are roughly twice as likely to lie within one standard deviation of the mean, it follows that whenever y sits at the top of a local hill (of sufficient breadth with respect to a), then a narrows down to allow convergence to the local maximum. However it is also true that if the local maximum is very flat on top, a will decrease to the point where sampling worse values becomes extremely unlikely and then stop changing. Simulation studies using both deterministic and noisy reinforcement confirm this behavior. They also demonstrate that if r is always nonnegative and reinforcement comparison is not used (i.e., b = 0), REINFORCE may cause a to converge to 0 before n has moved to the top of any hill. This can be viewed as a generalization of the potential convergence to suboptimal performance described earlier for L R _ I .
It is interesting to compare REINFORCE for such a unit with an alternative algorithm for the adaptation of n and a that has been proposed by Gullapalli (1990) . In this approach, n is adapted in essentially the same manner as in REINFORCE but a is adapted in a quite different manner. With reinforcement values r assumed to lie between 0 and 1, a is taken to be proportional to 1 -r. This strategy makes sense if one takes the point of view that a is a parameter controlling the scale of the search being performed and the optimum value for the function is unknown. In those situations when it is known that unsatisfactory performance is being achieved it is reasonable to broaden this scale in order to take a coarsegrained view of the search space and identify a broad region in which the optimum has a reasonable chance of being found.
Also relevant here is the work of Schmidhuber and Huber (1990) , who have reported successful results using networks having Gaussian output units in control tasks involving backpropagating through a model (Jordan & Rumelhart, 1990) . In this work, backpropagation through random number generators was used to allow learning of a model and learning of performance to proceed simultaneously rather than in separate phases.
Choice of reinforcement baseline
One important limitation of the analysis given here is that it offers no basis for choosing among various choices of reinforcement baseline in REINFORCE algorithms. While Theorem 1 applies equally well to any such choice, extensive empirical investigation of such algorithms leads to the inescapable conclusion that use of an adaptive reinforcement baseline incorporating something like the reinforcement comparison strategy can greatly enhance convergence speed, and, in some cases, can lead to a big difference in qualitative behavior as well. One example is given by the Gaussian unit studies described above. A simpler example is provided by a single Bernoulli semilinear unit with only a bias weight and input with its output y affecting the reinforcement r deterministically. If r is always positive, it is easy to see that one obtains a kind of biased random walk behavior when b = 0, leading to nonzero probability of convergence to the inferior output value. In contrast, the reinforcement comparison version will lead to values of b lying between the two possible values of r, which leads to motion always toward the better output value.
However, this latter behavior will occur for any choice of b lying between the two possible values for r, so additional considerations must be applied to distinguish among a wide variety of possible adaptive reinforcement baseline schemes. One possibility, considered briefly by Williams (1986) and recently investigated more fully by Dayan (1990) , is to pick a reinforcement baseline that minimizes the variance of the individual weight changes over time. This turns out to yield not the mean reinforcement as in the usual reinforcement comparison approach, but another quantity that is more difficult to estimate effectively. Dayan's simulation results seem to suggest that use of such a reinforcement baseline offers a slight improvement in convergence speed over the use of mean reinforcement, but a more convincing advantage remains to be demonstrated.
Alternate forms for eligibility
REINFORCE, with or without reinforcement comparison, prescribes weight changes proportional to the product of a reinforcement factor that depends only on the current and past reinforcement values and another factor we have called the characteristic eligibility. A straightforward way to obtain a number of variants of REINFORCE is to vary the form of either of these factors. Indeed, the simulation study performed by Sutton (1984) involved a variety of algorithms obtained by systematically varying both of these factors. One particularly interesting variant having this form but not included in that earlier study has since been examined by several investigators (Rich Sutton, personal communication, 1986; Phil Madsen, personal communication, 1987; Williams & Peng, 1991) and found promising. These studies have been conducted only for nonassociative tasks, so this is the form of the algorithm we describe here. (Furthermore, because a principled basis for deriving algorithms of this particular form has not yet been developed, it is somewhat unclear exactly how it should be extended to the associative case.)
We consider specifically the case of a Bernoulli-logistic unit having only a bias weight w. Since the bias input is 1, a standard reinforcement-comparison version of REINFORCE prescribes weight increments of the form where r is computed according to the exponential averaging scheme where 0 < 7 < 1. An alternative algorithm is given by the rule where y is updated by using the same 7 as is used for updating r. This particular algorithm has been found generally to converge faster and more reliably than the corresponding REINFORCE algorithm.
It is clear that the two algorithms bear some strong similarities. The variant is obtained by simply replacing p by y, and each of these can be viewed as reasonable a priori estimates of the output y. Furthermore, the corresponding strategy can be used to generate variants of REINFORCE in a number of other cases. For example, if the randomness in the unit uses any distribution to which Proposition 1 applies, then the REINFORCE algorithm for adjusting its mean parameter n will involve the factor y -n and we can simply replace this by y -y. Such an algorithm for adapting the mean of a Gaussian unit has been tested and found to behave very well.
While some arguments can be given (Rich Sutton, personal communication, 1988 ) that suggest potential advantages of the use of y -y in such algorithms, a more complete analysis has not yet been performed. Interestingly, one possible analytical justification for the use of such algorithms may be found in considerations like those discussed next.
&5. Use of other local gradient estimates
There are several senses in which it makes sense to call REINFORCE algorithms simple, as implied by the title of this paper. First, as is clear from examples given here, the algorithms themselves often have a very simple form. Also, they are simple to derive for essentially any form of random unit computation. But perhaps most significant of all is the fact that, in the sense given by Theorems 1 and 2, they climb an appropriate gradient without explicitly computing any estimate of this gradient or even storing information from which such an estimate could be directly computed. Clearly, there are alternative ways to estimate such gradients and it would be useful to understand how various such techniques can be integrated effectively.
To help distinguish among a variety of alternative approaches, we first define some terminology. Barto, Sutton, and Watkins (1990) , have introduced the term model-based to describe what essentially correspond to indirect algorithms in the adaptive control field (Goodwin & Sin, 1984) . These algorithms explicitly estimate relevant parameters underlying the system to be controlled and then use this learned model of the system to compute the control actions. The corresponding notion for an immediate-reinforcement learning system would be one that attempts to learn an explicit model of the reinforcement as a function of learning system input and output, and use this model to guide its parameter adjustments. If these parameter adjustments are to be made along the gradient of expected reinforcement, as in REINFORCE, then this model must actually yield estimates of this gradient. Such an algorithm, using backpropagation through a model, has been proposed and studied by Munro (1987) . This form of model-based approach uses a global model of the reinforcement function and its derivatives, but a more local model-based approach is also possible. This would involve attempting to estimate, at each unit, the expected value of reinforcement as a function of input and output of that unit, or, if a gradient algorithm like REINFORCE is desired, the derivatives of this expected reinforcement. An algorithm studied by Thathatchar and Sastry (1985) for stochastic learning automata keeps track of the average reinforcement received for each action and is thus of this general form. Q-learning (Watkins, 1989) can also be viewed as involving the learning of local (meaning, in this case, per-state) models for the cumulative reinforcement.
REINFORCE fails to be model-based even in this local sense, but it may be worthwhile to consider algorithms that do attempt to generate more explicit gradient estimates if their use can lead to algorithms having clearly identifiable strengths. One interesting possibility that applies at least in the nonassociative case is to perform, at each unit, a linear regression of the reinforcement signal on the output of the unit. It is suspected that algorithms using the y -y form of eligibility described above may be related to such an approach but this has not been fully analyzed yet.
Conclusion
The analyses presented here, together with a variety of simulation experiments performed by this author and others, suggest that REINFORCE algorithms are useful in their own right and, perhaps more importantly, may serve as a sound basis for developing other more effective reinforcement learning algorithms. One major advantage of the REINFORCE approach is that it represents a prescription for devising statistical gradient-following algorithms for reinforcement-learning networks of units that compute their random output in essentially any arbitrary fashion. Also, because it is a gradient-based approach, it integrates well with other gradient computation techniques such as backpropagation. The main disadvantages are the lack of a general convergence theory applicable to this class of algorithms and, as with all gradient algorithms, an apparent susceptibility to convergence to false optima.
It should be remarked here that, in the interest of brevity, all the assertions proved in this appendix make use of a convention in which each unbound variable is implicitly assumed to be universally quantified over an appropriate set of values. For example, whenever i and j appear, they are to be considered arbitrary (subject only to (i, j) € I).
A. Results for REINFORCE Algorithms
Fact 1.
Proof. Conditioning on the possible values of the output yi, we may write Note that specification of the value of yi causes wij to have no influence on the ultimate value of r, which means that E{r \ W, xi, yi = £} does not depend on wij. The result then follows by differentiating both sides of this last equation with respect to Wij.
• Fact 2.
Proof.
and the result follows by differentiating with respect to wij. .
Lemma 1. For any REINFORCE algorithm,
Proof. First note that the characteristic eligibility can be written
Although this fails to be defined when gi = 0, it will still be the case that Awij is welldefined for any REINFORCE algorithm as long as Yi is discrete. This is because gi(£, wi, xi) = 0 means that the value £ has zero probability of occurrence as a value of the output yi. Then making use of the fact that oij does not depend on the particular value of the output yt. By Fact 1, the first term of this last expression is oij(dE{r | W, xi}/dwij). Consider the remaining term. Since E{bij \W, xi, yi = £} = E{bij | W, xi}, by assumption, we have by Fact 2, and the Lemma is proved.
• • Lemma 2. For any REINFORCE algorithm,
Proof.
where the first equality is obtained by conditioning on the possible input patterns to the unit, the second equality follows from Lemma 1, the third equality follows from the assumption that a ij does not depend on the input to the unit, and the last equality follows from Fact 3.
• Establishing this last result, which is just like Lemma 1 except that the conditioning on input to unit i has been removed from both sides of the equation, is a key step. It relates two quantities that, unlike those of Lemma 1, would be quite messy to compute explicitly in general because Pr {x i = x | W} can be quite complicated. From this lemma our main result follows easily. 
where the last equality follows from Fact 4.
• 
by Lemma 3, and the result is immediate.
• Note that the proof of Theorem 2 is identical to that for Theorem 1. This is because Theorem 1 uses Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 uses Lemma 3, and both lemmas have the same conclusion.
Appendix B
This appendix is devoted to the proof of the following result: Proposition 1. Suppose that the probability mass or density function g has the form for some functions Q, D, and 5, where n, 0 2 , • • •, ®k are parameters such that n is the mean of the distribution. Then where a 2 is the variance of the distribution.
Proof. Here we consider the case of a probability mass function only, but a corresponding argument can be given for a density function.
Let Y denote the support of g. In general, since E ye y g = 1. Combining this with the fact that n = E ye y y g, we also find that Now introduce the shorthand notation a = dQ/dn, and 3 = dD/dp. From the hypothesis of the proposition we have so that Also, since
Combining (15) with (17) and (16) with (18), we see that and from which it follows that a = 1/a 2 and 0 = -n/o 2 . Therefore,
